HSC examination rubrics

Modern Greek Extension

Oral Examination

In your answers you will be assessed on how well you:

- present and support a point of view
- demonstrate clarity of expression (pronunciation, intonation, stress)
- demonstrate accuracy and variety of vocabulary and sentence structures.

Written Examination

Section I

Part A

In your answer, you will be assessed on how well you:

- respond critically to the prescribed text
- analyse how meaning is conveyed
- demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the prescribed text and the prescribed issues.

Part B

In your answer, you will be assessed on how well you:

- demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the prescribed text and the prescribed issues
- write in Greek for a specific context.

Section II

In your answer, you will be assessed on how well you:

- present and support a point of view
- write for a specific audience and/or purpose and/or context
- demonstrate accuracy and variety of vocabulary and sentence structure
- structure and sequence ideas and information.